


Do you think a bottle with a wet paper towel 
wrapped round it will cool down quicker than one 
with a dry paper towel? 



Temperature and Heat
LO: To understand the difference between heat and temperature

Recall the units for temperature and energy

Describe what temperature and heat are

Explain why things maybe hotter but contain less heat energy
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Key word

The amount of thermal 
energy an object has



KEEPING IT HOT!

What do you think this is a 
photo of?



2. What is it?



4. What is it?





3. It’s a zebra.  But in visible light, what 
colour are the stripes that look white 
in infrared?

Notice anything strange about 
this picture??



Temperature and heat are 

NOT THE SAME.

Temperature and Heat



Temperature

How hot or cold it is.

Measured in degrees Celsius. 

Temperature



Heat

The amount of thermal energy, measured in 
joules (J). 

A cup of hot tea has 
heat energy in the 
form of the kinetic 
energy of its 
particles. 

Heat



E.g. A white hot sparkler
• The tiny sparks are at a very high temperature BUT there is very little heat 

energy because they are very small
• Each particle in the spark is VIBRATING
• Because it is very hot, they are vibrating a lot
• But as there are not many particles, the total amount of heat energy is SMALL

Heat vs Temperature



E.g. 2 A bath full of warm water
• The water is at a lower temperature than the sparkler but it contains more 

energy. This is because it contains more particles
• Each particle is vibrating less as it is at a lower temperature
• BUT  because there are so many - there is more HEAT energy

Heat vs Temperature



The large beaker contains 

more water and needs more 

thermal energy or heat to 

reach 100°C

Which will boil first?



Which way will energy flow?

• Energy flows from a hotter 
object to a cooler one

• The bigger the difference in 
temperature the quicker the 
energy is transferred

• The cool object becomes 
hotter and the hot object 
becomes cooler until they are 
both the same temperature

Air = -5o

Drinks = 
70o



Which way will energy flow?



Which way will energy flow?



Which way will energy flow?



Which way will energy flow?





• Temperature measures ……..how hot or cold something is

It is measured in….degrees Celsius

• Heat is the amount of …. thermal energy

It is measured in ….Joules

Finish these sentences…



Celsius
energy
Joules
moving
not the same
temperature
thermal
thermometer
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